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oligarchy of Bavaria, Baden-Wiirttemberg, the old Austro
Hungarian Empire, the Astors and Churchills of Britain, the
Morgans and Harrimans of the United States of America. It
was Churchill and the Morgans (Allan Dulles), who saved
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the hard-core of the Allgemeine SS during 1943-45 negotia
tions, and who restored that Nazi apparatus around the co
ordinating center of the Swiss Nazi Party's headquarters in
Geneva and Lausanne. It was the Organization Consul and
the Thule Society which created Hitler, and Israel's govern
ment remembers which Venice-centered oligarchical fami
lies were behind those monstrous organizations of the 1920s.

An open letter to

Then, why is Israel, so to speak, in bed with these evil
oligarchical "families" today? Why is Israel allied with those
same forces which created Hitler, in the Middle East
today? .
•

Menachem Begin
What follows are brief excerpts from an Aug. 16 open letter
from EIRfounder Lyndon LaRouche to Israeli Prime Minis
ter Menachem Begin. Mr. LaRouche begins by stating that
spokesmen for patriotic Israeli and other Jewish circles have

.

The proper answer is well known. True, there are Jewish
gangsters, called in Tel Aviv the "Frankfurt Mafia," and
there are British agents of influence, such as Ariel Sharon.
We speak not of such unhappy degenerates. We do not speak
of such ex-Jewish creatures as Max Fisher or Meshulam
Riklis. We speak of those who are honestly Jews, who have
fallen into false thinking.

appealed to him to help save Israel from destruction. ''This

The Jew says, "We are a tiny people, and Israel is a tiny

appeal has touched me deeply,' I cannot refuse it." He notes

nation. We must be ferociously clever. We must be constant

that since April 1975. he has been working to bring together

ly at war.In war, 'all is permitted.' " . . .

Arab and Israeli spokesmen on behalf of a genuine peace

The best way in which to destroy a victim is to induce

solution entailing justice for the Palestinians. and consistent

him to become very, very clever. The Jew thinks he is using

with the vital self-interests of both the Arabs and Israel.

the Venetian oligarchy. The Venetian oligarchy gloats, and,

t

. . . If the elements of the Palestine Liberation Organi
zation around Yasser Arafat are destroyed by the current

with the recent developments around Beirut, begins to leer
satanically. The Jew has become so clever, he is about to
destroy Israel with his consummate cleverness.

onslaught against Beirut, the forces of "Arab moderation"

Let us work to create a great movement among the Arab

throughout the Middle East are defeated. The satanic beasts

people .... If war cannot be avoided, Jet there be war, but

of Asharism, the admirers of that modem al-Ghazali, Aya

let it be war for ajust cause, a war to make way for the works

tollah Ruhollah Khomeini, are unleashed throughout the Arab

of peaceful brotherhood. May Egypt prosper so!. ..

world.

The Middle East is a region without iufficient water.Let

The immediate consequence of'such a development must

us create water for the region, with high energy-flux-density

be a general petroleum-shock crisis which brings down the

sources of process-heat. Let us unleash nuclear energy to

economies of Western continental Europe, and unleashes

provide water for prosperity of the region.Let the Mediter

unimaginable suffering throughout most of the developing

ranean flow into the Dead Sea, let it flow into the Qattara

sector. The economy of the United States of America, already

Depression. Let us build a political movement for good

teetering on the edge of general, chain-reaction financial

throughout the region with water and nuclear energy. Let us

collapse, will plunge into a new "Herbert Hoover" depres

give the group around Yuval Neeman some proper work to

sion, worse than that of 1931-1933.

do. Let us master, as we could quickly, thermonuclear fu

Immediately, the Nazi International, based in such cen

sion, and thus master the power to produce as much water as

ters as Geneva, Lausanne, Liechtenstein, Muenchen, Mad

we require cheaply.Let Jew say to Arab, "This is our prom

rid, will unleash their pestilence of lunatic "separatist"

ise.Help us, that we may bring life-sweetening fresh water

movements throughout the nations. Terrorism such as the

to you."

world has not yet seen since NATO launched terrorism in
1969, will afflict every nation of the world.
In consequence of such a cascade of developments, Israel
would soon cease to exist..

.

.

Let us destroy Asharism-no Arab or Jewish child of the
future is safe as long as Asharism stalks the Middle East.
But, as to Jew and Arab, especially Jew and Palestinian Arab,
let us now, immediately declare: "Let them unite around a

The government of Israel remembers bitterly who these

common banner of brotherhood and progress, to play their

Nazis were. They were the families backing the blue-shirt

part in crushing the evil, oligarchical 'families,' so that man

fascists of Richard Graf Coudenhove-Kalergi, the evil black

kind may, at last, have peace."
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